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Text Genre Boundary Detection Using Co-occurrence Networks Ranzivelle Marianne L. Roxas, Josephine Jill Cabatbat, and Giovanni A. Tapang Instrumentation Physics Laboratory, National Institute of Physics University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City (+632)9209749



[email protected] Since the order in which words co-occur (colocation) is significant to a written text, a directed network built from syntactic elements of the text visualizes both the syntactic and semantic (meaning) content.



ABSTRACT The transition between two different literary genres in a single article is detected by analyzing the topology of its co-occurrence networks. A text window is shifted throughout the text and network parameters for words within this window is calculated. Results show that an abrupt increase or decrease in the clustering coefficient indicates the boundary between prose and poetry.



By analyzing the topology of co-occurrence networks and visualizing the syntactic and semantic content of written text, a novel method of genre boundary detection is presented here. Network parameters were used to disambiguate prose and poem. Genre boundaries in a single article can also be detected. This method can be useful for data mining in large databases of literary works.



Keywords Text categorization, genre identification, language network.



1. INTRODUCTION



2. NETWORK PARAMETERS



Automatic text categorization has become important with the advent of the Internet and electronic mail. Detection of spam messages in e-mail and site identification by web crawlers are but a few examples of the usefulness of knowing the language, the authorship and genre of a given text automatically.



In graph theoretic modeling of semantic networks, a node represents words connected by edges. Since network structure reflects function [11], certain features of this network may be used for analysis. Parameters such as the average path length L, diameter D, and clustering coefficient C can be utilized.



Traditional methods of using a professional to categorize text would have limited applicability due to time and cost constraints as the corpus of text increases. Statistical methods and machine learning techniques can be applied such as nearest neighbor classifiers [1], decision trees [2] and Bayesian classifiers [3], Support Vector Machines [4], rule learning algorithms and neural networks[5].



The sequence of edges or arcs from one node to another is called a path and the number of arcs traversed in a path is the path length. The average path length L is the average of the shortest paths between nodes. A measure of the maximum of the distances between any two nodes is the diameter D [12]. The clustering coefficient C is the probability that two neighbors of a particular node are themselves neighbors. It is commonly calculated by counting the number of edges between the node’s neighbors, and then dividing by all their possible edges [12]. The clustering coefficient C is also dependent on the number of nodes. C will not be a good parameter in distinguishing one network from another for short articles.



Network approaches to studying language have been able to explain some trends such as Zipf’s Law [6] as well as the processes of language acquisition and growth. Semantic, syntactic, and co-occurrence networks are examples of this effort to explain particular aspects of language [6]. Syntax involves a set of rules for building phrases and sentences from separate words. These rules reflecting the syntactic relations among words can be directly built into a graph. A network of lexical collocations has also been used to segment texts into thematically coherent units [7].



3. METHODOLOGY Written text was pre-processed using Perl to isolate words, tokenize punctuation marks, and build the co-occurrence network for further processing. Punctuation marks were treated like words since it reflects the structure and style unique to an author.



When viewed as a dynamic network, e-mail exchanges have been shown to develop self-organized coherent structures similar to those appearing in other complex systems [8]. Thematic relationships between Web pages can be constructed precisely by looking only at hyperlinks without having to read what is in the pages [9]. Hierarchical structures such as networks built from text have also been found to follow long-range correlations in written texts which reflect the changes in content within it [10]. These studies show that the network structure in language is clearly important in the interpretation of its content.



A text window was shifted throughout the text to locate the genre boundaries in written works with combined poetry and prose. The text window size S we used are 50, 100 and 200 words and was moved by an increment I of 50 words. The parameters of the syntactic network of the first S words of the text is first calculated then the text window is shifted with an increment of I words. Another S words, starting from the I+1th word of the text, were then again considered. The window is shifted until the end of the text. The syntactic network of each window was built with each
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unique word taken as an individual node. Two words are classified as neighbors if they are adjacent to each other in the text.



poetry. Prose would also contain more functional words. Poetry would also have higher D and L because poems are usually composed of unique words, i.e. words tend to be repeated less.



For this study, we analyze poem and prose by Edgar Allan Poe. To verify if the method works to detect genre boundaries, we analyze The Poetic Principle, an essay by the same author which has poem and prose parts.



An example of an exemption to this generalization is the poem Annabel Lee. In the poem, words are used repetitiously, which resulted in the low D and L of the generated network. This also resulted to a higher clustering coefficient. Table 1. Summary of the co-occurrence language network statistical properties for prose and poetry.



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Figure 1 shows a visualization of a co-occurrence language network of a poetry and prose example. Functional words, such as articles, prepositions, and auxiliaries are immediately identified as hubs in the prose network. For poems, punctuation marks generally acts as hubs.



Literary Work



a)



C



L



D



Poem A dream A dream within a dream Alone Annabel Lee Imitation Serenade Tamerlane The city in the sea The raven The valley of unrest



0.021 0.028 0.043 0.073 0.013 0.041 0.042 0.053 0.047 0.024



4.43 3.87 3.59 3.28 3.88 3.93 3.86 3.89 3.98 4.15



11 8 7 8 9 10 10 10 9 10



Prose A descent into the Maelstrom The black cat The cask of Amontillado The facts in the case of Valdemar The imp of the perverse The masque of the red death The pit and the pendulum The premature burial The purloined letter The tell-tale heart



0.043 0.059 0.078 0.056 0.070 0.068 0.060 0.070 0.077 0.078



3.71 3.47 3.52 3.77 3.56 3.57 3.68 3.59 3.49 3.54



9 8 8 9 8 9 9 8 8 8



A higher clustering coefficient means that words are used more often in different combinations throughout the text thereby increasing the probability that they will be adjacent to each other. In prose this is true and that is reflected in the C values in Table 1.



b)



Figure 1. Co-occurrence language network of (a) poem and (b) prose by Edgar Allan Poe built from word adjacency in the text. The calculated network parameters for both prose and poetry are recorded in Table 1. D and L reflect directly the structure of the text. Prose would tend to have lower path lengths and diameter since words tend to be repeated more often in prose than in



Figure 2. 3D plot of the calculated network parameters. Two clusters are observed corresponding to the two literary genre, poetry ( ) .
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a)



b)



c)



d)



Figure 3. Clustering coefficient for a moving window, 50 words width with a) 1, b) 10, c) 20 and d) 50 words increment. Abrupt changes detects genre boundaries. Shown in Figure 2 is the 3D plot of the clustering coefficient, path 5. CONCLUSION length and diameter. This is to further illustrate the difference of The structure of co-occurrence language network reflects the obtained network parameters for poem and prose articles. Two differences in structure of prose and poetry. In visualizing the text clusters were observed corresponding to the two literary genre. via a of co-occurrence network, one can have an overview of the These differences in the network parameters were utilized to underlying syntactic and semantic units as well as the central detect the boundaries of poems and prose contained in a single words that have low semantic content but important grammatical article. Plotting the clustering coefficient of the co-occurrence functions such as articles, prepositions and auxiliaries. network for each window, peaks and dips can be observed as in Functional words, such as articles, prepositions, and auxiliaries Figure 3. Since it has been established that poems have lower are identified as hubs in the prose network. For poems, clustering coefficient than prose, the peaks and dips can be punctuation marks generally acts as hubs. presumed as transitions between the two genres. A sudden decrease of clustering coefficient indicates a switch from prose to Prose would tend to have lower path lengths and diameter since poem. Abrupt change from low to high clustering coefficients words tend to be repeated more often in prose than in poetry. signifies a transition from poem to prose. A sudden decrease of clustering coefficient indicates a switch from prose to poem. A Clustering coefficients of prose are higher because words in prose poem-prose and prose poem transition was observed upon are used more often in different combinations throughout the text inspection of the part of the article contained in the text window than in verse. Although prose and poetry are identifiable by where these abrupt changes occur. Thus, a method for genre human readers, the method presented here is a novel way to boundary detection has been developed. quantify and identify the differences between the two literary genres. If both genres are present in written texts, the boundaries For S
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